Rapid Fire Zone

Heritage™ Proline Titan XT™ features our largest defined nailing zone EVER. Designed for professional installers. Contractors can install quickly and with ease due to a nailing zone up to 160 MPH when using TAMKO® Starter.† Inspired by the combined performance of Heritage Proline Titan XT™ shingles, with only four nails installed in the expanded nailing zone, our AnchorLock™ layer and Advanced Fusion™ sealants to help the shingle hold fast. When using TAMKO® Starter.†

Introducing an industry first — a high wind warranty with coverage up to 160 MPH for homes covered with TAMKO Heritage Proline Titan XT™ shingles. Our heritage-proven heritage Home Defense System, with board and batt insulation, Tamko’s unique heritage Weathering Technology, and TAMKO’s heritage Multi-Layer Protection has never been better. And, for the first time, nobabies will provide this , a heritage function to a warranty. 

Please consult TAMKO’s Limited Warranty and Application Instructions for any requirements or limitations.

The same images shows the difference between TAMKO’s Natural Colors and Classic Colors. Black Walnut and Rustic Black are both “black” shingles. Look closely and you can see Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.

For those who prefer a softer, more even-toned look for their roof, choose one of TAMKO’s Heritage Colors. For a bold and beautiful visual statement, choose from TAMKO’s Natural Colors.

For those who prefer a softer, more even-toned look, choose one of TAMKO’s Heritage Colors. Choose from the expanded nailing zone.

See It On: TAMKO shingle colors can be “tried on” using the TAMKO® Roof Visualizer to find the right fit for your home. Customize sample photos of a home to get started. or upload a street view photo of your home. Customize sample photos of a home to get started. Go to tamko.com/visualizer to find the right fit for your home. Customize sample photos of a home to get started.

RUSTIC BLACK

America’s Natural Colors bring the vibrant colors of the American landscape to your home. These bold and beautiful visual statements choose from America’s Natural Colors.

† For more information, visit www.tamko.com or call 1-800-641-4691.

TAMKO WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR COLOR CLAIMS ONCE THE SHINGLES ARE INSTALLED ON A ROOF.

SHINGLES, OPEN A BUNDLE AND VIEW A FEW OF THE SHINGLES TO BE CERTAIN IT IS THE COLOR YOU SELECTED.

PRINTED REPRODUCTION OF THE SHINGLE COLORS IS AS ACCURATE AS OUR PRINTING WILL PERMIT. PRIOR TO INSTALLING THE PHOTOGRAPHY IN THIS SAMPLE MAY HAVE BEEN DIGITALLY MODIFIED OR CREATED USING PHOTOGRAPHS OF ACTUAL SHINGLES. AS COLORS VARY BY REGION, YOU MAY WANT TO VISIT WWW.TAMKO.COM AND VIEW COLORS AVAILABLE BY ZIP CODE. HOUSE SHINGLE COLOR AND MANUFACTURING PLANT YOU ARE CONSIDERING FOR THE FULL IMPACT OF COLOR BLENDING AND PATTERNS.

YOUR HOME

You’ve invested in your home. Let TAMKO help protect what you’ve worked so hard for. See It On Your Home. Customize photos of a home to get started. tamko.com/visualizer

WHERE INNOVATION MEETS EXTREME TECHNOLOGY™

The TAMKO WxtShield® Roof System is as beautiful as it is functional. Building products for the professional, TAMKO products are specifically designed to work together — providing a system of protection from top to bottom that is unmatched in the industry. CAMKO WxtShield® Roof System™ is backed by a brand name recognized for its rich history, core values of honesty and integrity, and Heritage Proline™ shingle series features the best roofing colors on the market that are shingles crafted with American pride for more than 75 years. At TAMKO, the popular Heritage® Heritage Proline Titan XT™ shingles are unregistered trademarks of TAMKO Building Products LLC.

To obtain a copy of the most current version of this item, visit us online at tamko.com or call us at 1-800-641-4691.

Certain colors and products may not be available in your area. Information included in this item was current at the time of printing.

TAMKO WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR COLOR CLAIMS ONCE THE SHINGLES ARE INSTALLED ON A ROOF.

SHINGLES, OPEN A BUNDLE AND VIEW A FEW OF THE SHINGLES TO BE CERTAIN IT IS THE COLOR YOU SELECTED.

PRINTED REPRODUCTION OF THE SHINGLE COLORS IS AS ACCURATE AS OUR PRINTING WILL PERMIT. PRIOR TO INSTALLING THE PHOTOGRAPHY IN THIS SAMPLE MAY HAVE BEEN DIGITALLY MODIFIED OR CREATED USING PHOTOGRAPHS OF ACTUAL SHINGLES. AS COLORS VARY BY REGION, YOU MAY WANT TO VISIT WWW.TAMKO.COM AND VIEW COLORS AVAILABLE BY ZIP CODE. HOUSE SHINGLE COLOR AND MANUFACTURING PLANT YOU ARE CONSIDERING FOR THE FULL IMPACT OF COLOR BLENDING AND PATTERNS.

YOU MAY OBTAIN A COPY OF THE LIMITED WARRANTY AT TAMKO.COM OR BY CALLING 1-800-641-4691.

CLAUSE AND OTHER TERMS AND CONDITIONS WHICH ARE INCORPORATED HEREIN BY REFERENCE.

FACTORS DIFFERENTLY, SO IT IS DIFFICULT TO PREDICT HOW LONG SHINGLES WILL LAST. TAMKO WHERE INNOVATION MEETS EXTREME TECHNOLOGY™

TAMKO Building Products LLC is a leading independent manufacturer of residential roofing systems, building products, and heritage Home Defense System, with board and batt insulation, Tamko’s unique heritage Weathering Technology, and TAMKO’s heritage Multi-Layer Protection has never been better. And, for the first time, nobabies will provide this , a heritage function to a warranty. 

Please consult TAMKO’s Limited Warranty and Application Instructions for any requirements or limitations.
Rustic Black

OUR HIGHEST WIND

GUARD™ PROTECTION EVER

WARRANTY

160

with only 4 nails in the expanded nailing zone.

† The shingle hold fast.

For those who prefer a softer, more even-toned look for their roof, choose one of our heritage colors. Black Walnut and Rustic Black are both “black” shingles. Look closely and you can see Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.

Heritage Colors. Black Walnut and Rustic Black are both “black” shingles. Look closely and you can see Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.

The shingle images above show the difference between America’s Natural Colors and Classic Colors. Black Walnut and Rustic Black are both “black” shingles. Look closely and you can see Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.

TITAN XT™ shingles feature a reinforcing strip of polyester fabric on the back of the shingle to provide added anchoring strength. With two distinct color palettes to choose from, TAMKO® has just the right color to beautify your home. If you want your roof to make a bold and beautiful statement, choose from America’s Natural Colors. For those who prefer a softer, more even-toned look for their roof, choose one of our heritage colors. Black Walnut and Rustic Black are both “black” shingles. Look closely and you can see Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.

TAMKO® SHINGLE STARTER

BUILDING PRODUCTS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL.

WHERE INNOVATION MEETS EXTREME TECHNOLOGY™

TAMKO® SYNTHETIC UNDERLAYMENTS

® ICE AND RAIN UNDERLAYMENTS

® CONTINUOUS RIDGE VENTILATION

® HIP & RIDGE SHINGLES

® SHIELD ROOF SYSTEM™

® SYNTHETIC UNDERLAYMENTS

® ICE AND RAIN UNDERLAYMENTS

® CONTINUOUS RIDGE VENTILATION

® HERITAGE OR HERITAGE PROLINE™ SHINGLES

® FULL START™ SHINGLES

® Apex Color™ SHINGLES

® SOUTH SHINGLES

® NORTH SHINGLES

® EAST SHINGLES

® WEST SHINGLES

® WEST SHINGLES

® 2019 TAMKO Building Products LLC. TAMKO®, TAMKO Building Products, Heritage Proline, Heritage Proline Titan XT, Power Core, Rapid Fire Zone, Apex Color, Full Start, Heritage Proline, Heritage Proline Titan XT, Power Core, Rapid Fire Zone, are unregistered trademarks of TAMKO Building Products LLC.

The "X-BAND" WARRANTY - up to 160 MPH with only 4 nails in the expanded nailing zone.

Introducing RAPID FIRE ZONE®. Our industry first - a high wind warranty with coverage up to 160 MPH, with only 4 nails in the expanded nailing zone, our rustproof, guaranteed weather defense system that is as beautiful as it is functional. TAMKO® products are specifically designed to work together — from the bottom up, to the top down. It’s the only warranty in the industry that backs every material used on your roof. For more information about TAMKO, visit our website at www.tamko.com.

TAMKO Building Products LLC is a leading independent manufacturer of residential roofing products. The heritage of TAMKO products is one of quality and excellence, backed by a brand name recognized for its rich history, core values of honesty and integrity, and Heritage Proline™ shingle series features the best roofing colors on the market that are specifically designed to work together — from the bottom up, to the top down. For more information about TAMKO, visit our website at www.tamko.com.

América’s Natural Colors bring the vibrant spirit of the American country-side to your roof. For those who prefer a softer, more even-toned look for their roof, choose from our heritage colors. Black Walnut and Rustic Black are both “black” shingles. Look closely and you can see Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.

For those who prefer a softer, more even-toned look for their roof, choose from our heritage colors. Black Walnut and Rustic Black are both “black” shingles. Look closely and you can see Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.

Using the tamko.com visualizer to see how the colors look on your roof. Try on” TAMKO shingle colors for the expanded nailing zone.

For more information about TAMKO, visit our website at www.tamko.com.

"Try on" TAMKO shingle colors for the expanded nailing zone.

To obtain a copy of the most current version of this item, visit us online at tamko.com or call us at 1-800-641-4691. Certain colors and products may not be available in your area. Information included in this item was current at the time of printing. TAMKO HAS YOU COVERED.

Printed reproduction of the shingle colors is as accurate as our printing will permit. Prior to installing the shingles, open a bundle and view a few of the shingles to be certain it is the color you selected. Printed reproduction of the shingle colors is as accurate as our printing will permit.

Prior to making your final color selection, TAMKO recommends viewing an actual roof installation of the same color and manufacturing plant you are considering for the full impact of color blending and patterns. Your Home photo of a home to get started. With two distinct color palettes to choose from, TAMKO® has just the right color to beautify your home. If you want your roof to make a bold and beautiful statement, choose from America’s Natural Colors. For those who prefer a softer, more even-toned look for their roof, choose from our heritage colors. Black Walnut and Rustic Black are both “black” shingles. Look closely and you can see Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.

Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.

Heritage Colors. Black Walnut and Rustic Black are both “black” shingles. Look closely and you can see Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.

Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.

Your Home photo of a home to get started.
WHATEVER YOUR TASTE OR STYLE, TAMKO HAS YOU COVERED.

With two distinct color palettes to choose from, TAMKO has the right color to beautify your home. With two distinct color palettes to choose from, TAMKO has the right color to beautify your home.

**America’s Natural Colors** bring the vibrant hues of the American landscape to your home. For those who prefer a softer, more even-toned look for their roof, choose from TAMKO’s Heritage® series. With two distinct color palettes to choose from, TAMKO has the right color to beautify your home.

**Classic Colors** featuring the subtle, sophisticated color blends that have long made TAMKO an industry favorite.

**From America’s Natural Colors and Classic Black Walnut from America’s Natural Colors.**

For those who prefer a softer, more even-toned look for their roof, choose from TAMKO’s Heritage® series.

See It On tamko.com/visualizer

WHENEVER YOUR TASTE OR STYLE, TAMKO HAS YOU COVERED.

**Tamko’s Heritage® series** brings the vibrant hues of the American landscape to your home. For those who prefer a softer, more even-toned look for their roof, choose from TAMKO’s Heritage® series.

**Classic Colors** featuring the subtle, sophisticated color blends that have long made TAMKO an industry favorite.

**From America’s Natural Colors and Classic Black Walnut from America’s Natural Colors.**

For those who prefer a softer, more even-toned look for their roof, choose from TAMKO’s Heritage® series.

To obtain a copy of the most current version of this item, visit us online at tamko.com or call us at 1-800-641-4691.
**TITAN XT**

**WHERE INNOVATION MEETS EXTREME TECHNOLOGY**

**RAPID FIRE ZONE™**

A clearly defined expanded nailing zone for fast and easy installation. Contractors can install quickly and with ease due to a zone five times larger than our standard Heritage® shingles’ nailing zone.* All with the reassurance that the entire nailing zone, including the common bond area of the Heritage Proline™ shingles, is reinforced, enabling this expanded zone.

**ULTRAMAX WEATHERING™ LAYER**

A proprietary, multi-layered asphalt with a custom engineered, weathering layer for extreme conditions. The ULTRAMAX WEATHERING™ Layer provides the highest level of protection and performance for the anti-aging granules, ensuring they stay put and look just like they did from day one.

**APX COLOR™ TECHNOLOGY**

A proprietary process that gives Heritage® shingles their advanced color performance. Each shingle is hand-coated to deliver a custom paint job that’s a perfect match for any home’s architectural style. APX COLOR™ Technology is also available in Heritage Proline™ shingles.

**ADVANCED FUSION™ SEALANTS**

A family of aggressive sealants, specifically designed to lock in nails, resist wind, and protect against extreme weather conditions.

**ANTI-AGING GRANULES**

A proprietary blend of superior granules designed to provide long-lasting protection and beauty. Anti-Aging Granules are designed to resist fading and severe weather conditions.

**POWER CORE™**

A proprietary layer designed to help resist high winds. The POWER CORE™ technology provides an anchor for the nails to embed in, locking them tightly to the deck.

**ANCHORLOCK™ LAYER**

A proprietary, high-strength layer that provides Heritage® shingles with enhanced wind protection. The ANCHORLOCK™ Layer is reinforced with a proprietary thread, providing an additional layer of protection against high winds.

**OUR MOST ADVANCED SHINGLE EVER**

**WHERE INNOVATION MEETS EXTREME TECHNOLOGY**

**RAPID FIRE ZONE™**

A clearly defined expanded nailing zone for fast and easy installation. Contractors can install quickly and with ease due to a zone five times larger than our standard Heritage® shingles’ nailing zone,* all with the reassurance that the entire nailing zone, including the common bond area of the Heritage Proline™ shingles, is reinforced, enabling this expanded zone.

**ULTRAMAX WEATHERING™ LAYER**

A proprietary, multi-layered asphalt with a custom engineered, weathering layer for extreme conditions. The ULTRAMAX WEATHERING™ Layer provides the highest level of protection and performance for the anti-aging granules, ensuring they stay put and look just like they did from day one.

**APX COLOR™ TECHNOLOGY**

A proprietary process that gives Heritage® shingles their advanced color performance. Each shingle is hand-coated to deliver a custom paint job that’s a perfect match for any home’s architectural style. APX COLOR™ Technology is also available in Heritage Proline™ shingles.

**ADVANCED FUSION™ SEALANTS**

A family of aggressive sealants, specifically designed to lock in nails, resist wind, and protect against extreme weather conditions.

**ANTI-AGING GRANULES**

A proprietary blend of superior granules designed to provide long-lasting protection and beauty. Anti-Aging Granules are designed to resist fading and severe weather conditions.

**POWER CORE™**

A proprietary layer designed to help resist high winds. The POWER CORE™ technology provides an anchor for the nails to embed in, locking them tightly to the deck.

**ANCHORLOCK™ LAYER**

A proprietary, high-strength layer that provides Heritage® shingles with enhanced wind protection. The ANCHORLOCK™ Layer is reinforced with a proprietary thread, providing an additional layer of protection against high winds.

**OUR MOST ADVANCED SHINGLE EVER**

**WHERE INNOVATION MEETS EXTREME TECHNOLOGY**

**RAPID FIRE ZONE™**

A clearly defined expanded nailing zone for fast and easy installation. Contractors can install quickly and with ease due to a zone five times larger than our standard Heritage® shingles’ nailing zone,* all with the reassurance that the entire nailing zone, including the common bond area of the Heritage Proline™ shingles, is reinforced, enabling this expanded zone.

**ULTRAMAX WEATHERING™ LAYER**

A proprietary, multi-layered asphalt with a custom engineered, weathering layer for extreme conditions. The ULTRAMAX WEATHERING™ Layer provides the highest level of protection and performance for the anti-aging granules, ensuring they stay put and look just like they did from day one.

**APX COLOR™ TECHNOLOGY**

A proprietary process that gives Heritage® shingles their advanced color performance. Each shingle is hand-coated to deliver a custom paint job that’s a perfect match for any home’s architectural style. APX COLOR™ Technology is also available in Heritage Proline™ shingles.

**ADVANCED FUSION™ SEALANTS**

A family of aggressive sealants, specifically designed to lock in nails, resist wind, and protect against extreme weather conditions.

**ANTI-AGING GRANULES**

A proprietary blend of superior granules designed to provide long-lasting protection and beauty. Anti-Aging Granules are designed to resist fading and severe weather conditions.

**POWER CORE™**

A proprietary layer designed to help resist high winds. The POWER CORE™ technology provides an anchor for the nails to embed in, locking them tightly to the deck.

**ANCHORLOCK™ LAYER**

A proprietary, high-strength layer that provides Heritage® shingles with enhanced wind protection. The ANCHORLOCK™ Layer is reinforced with a proprietary thread, providing an additional layer of protection against high winds.

**OUR MOST ADVANCED SHINGLE EVER**
Our Most Beautiful Look Ever

Heavier than classic Heritage® shingles, for a more beautiful wood shake look on your roof.

Our Fastest Installation Ever

Five-times-larger Rapid Fire Zone™ nailing zone* allows for faster, easier installation.

Our Highest Wind Protection Ever

Proprietary AnchorLock™ layer reinforcement of the nailing zone and our most advanced shingle sealants enabled Titan XT to pass industry wind tests and inspired Titan XT’s 160 MPH wind warranty.†

Our Most Popular Color Lineup

Inspired by the beauty of nature, Titan XT shingles feature colors from TAMKO’s most popular product lines, including our high-contrast America’s Natural Colors collection.

Our Strongest Seal Ever

Specially engineered, our Advanced Fusion™ sealants and AnchorLock™ layer technology are designed to seal quickly, lock in nails, and help resist high winds.

Our High Performing Weathering Layer

Enhanced weathering layer helps resist ice and water, while preserving the sought-after aesthetics of premium architectural roofing shingles.†

Our Most Beautiful Lock Ever

A proprietary granule blend featuring a long-lasting, weather-resistant finish and better shingles for a more stain-resistant roof.

Rapid Fire Zone™

Proprietary granule-based Rapid Fire Zone™ and the nailing zone can exceed rain and wind resistance of our standard Heritage® shingles. Rapid Fire Zone™ adds an additional layer of nailing zone right under the nailing zone, allowing the common bond area of the Heritage Proline™ shingles, creating this expanded zone.

Power Core™

A clearly defined expanded nailing zone for faster, easier installation. Contractors can install quickly and easily due to a zone five times larger than our standard Heritage® shingles’ nailing zone. All with the reassurance that the middle nailing zone is as strong as the nailing zone, ensuring this expanded zone.

Apex Color™ Technology

A proprietary treatment that gives Heritage Proline™ shingles their advanced stain-resistant performance. Apex Color™ technology provides a balance of color to the shingles for a balanced look of protection and color over time for the roof to maintain naturalness while looking lightly faded for the deck.

Anti-Agro Granules

A family of aggressive granules specifically designed to protect the deck area in wet weather. The Anti-Agro Granules have the ability to repel liquids, sand, and mud, and each other, to help hold fast.®

Advanced Fusion™ Sealants

A family of aggressive sealants that are sticky, even in cooler weather. Our Advanced Fusion™ sealants fuse the shingles quickly to the roof deck, and each other, to help resist high winds.

Apex Color™ Technology

A proprietary granule-based Rapid Fire Zone™ and the nailing zone can exceed rain and wind resistance of our standard Heritage® shingles. Rapid Fire Zone™ adds an additional layer of nailing zone right under the nailing zone, allowing the common bond area of the Heritage Proline™ shingles, creating this expanded zone.

Power Core™

A clearly defined expanded nailing zone for faster, easier installation. Contractors can install quickly and easily due to a zone five times larger than our standard Heritage® shingles’ nailing zone, all with the reassurance that the middle nailing zone is as strong as the nailing zone, ensuring this expanded zone.

Apex Color™ Technology

A proprietary treatment that gives Heritage Proline™ shingles their advanced stain-resistant performance. Apex Color™ technology provides a balance of color to the shingles for a balanced look of protection and color over time for the roof to maintain naturalness while looking lightly faded for the deck.

Anti-Agro Granules

A family of aggressive granules specifically designed to protect the deck area in wet weather. The Anti-Agro Granules have the ability to repel liquids, sand, and mud, and each other, to help hold fast.®

Advanced Fusion™ Sealants

A family of aggressive sealants that are sticky, even in cooler weather. Our Advanced Fusion™ sealants fuse the shingles quickly to the roof deck, and each other, to help resist high winds.

Apex Color™ Technology

A proprietary granule-based Rapid Fire Zone™ and the nailing zone can exceed rain and wind resistance of our standard Heritage® shingles. Rapid Fire Zone™ adds an additional layer of nailing zone right under the nailing zone, allowing the common bond area of the Heritage Proline™ shingles, creating this expanded zone.

Power Core™

A clearly defined expanded nailing zone for faster, easier installation. Contractors can install quickly and easily due to a zone five times larger than our standard Heritage® shingles’ nailing zone, all with the reassurance that the middle nailing zone is as strong as the nailing zone, ensuring this expanded zone.

Apex Color™ Technology

A proprietary treatment that gives Heritage Proline™ shingles their advanced stain-resistant performance. Apex Color™ technology provides a balance of color to the shingles for a balanced look of protection and color over time for the roof to maintain naturalness while looking lightly faded for the deck.

Anti-Agro Granules

A family of aggressive granules specifically designed to protect the deck area in wet weather. The Anti-Agro Granules have the ability to repel liquids, sand, and mud, and each other, to help hold fast.®

Advanced Fusion™ Sealants

A family of aggressive sealants that are sticky, even in cooler weather. Our Advanced Fusion™ sealants fuse the shingles quickly to the roof deck, and each other, to help resist high winds.

Apex Color™ Technology

A proprietary granule-based Rapid Fire Zone™ and the nailing zone can exceed rain and wind resistance of our standard Heritage® shingles. Rapid Fire Zone™ adds an additional layer of nailing zone right under the nailing zone, allowing the common bond area of the Heritage Proline™ shingles, creating this expanded zone.

Power Core™

A clearly defined expanded nailing zone for faster, easier installation. Contractors can install quickly and easily due to a zone five times larger than our standard Heritage® shingles’ nailing zone, all with the reassurance that the middle nailing zone is as strong as the nailing zone, ensuring this expanded zone.

Apex Color™ Technology

A proprietary treatment that gives Heritage Proline™ shingles their advanced stain-resistant performance. Apex Color™ technology provides a balance of color to the shingles for a balanced look of protection and color over time for the roof to maintain naturalness while looking lightly faded for the deck.

Anti-Agro Granules

A family of aggressive granules specifically designed to protect the deck area in wet weather. The Anti-Agro Granules have the ability to repel liquids, sand, and mud, and each other, to help hold fast.®

Advanced Fusion™ Sealants

A family of aggressive sealants that are sticky, even in cooler weather. Our Advanced Fusion™ sealants fuse the shingles quickly to the roof deck, and each other, to help resist high winds.

Apex Color™ Technology

A proprietary granule-based Rapid Fire Zone™ and the nailing zone can exceed rain and wind resistance of our standard Heritage® shingles. Rapid Fire Zone™ adds an additional layer of nailing zone right under the nailing zone, allowing the common bond area of the Heritage Proline™ shingles, creating this expanded zone.

Power Core™

A clearly defined expanded nailing zone for faster, easier installation. Contractors can install quickly and easily due to a zone five times larger than our standard Heritage® shingles’ nailing zone, all with the reassurance that the middle nailing zone is as strong as the nailing zone, ensuring this expanded zone.

Apex Color™ Technology

A proprietary treatment that gives Heritage Proline™ shingles their advanced stain-resistant performance. Apex Color™ technology provides a balance of color to the shingles for a balanced look of protection and color over time for the roof to maintain naturalness while looking lightly faded for the deck.

Anti-Agro Granules

A family of aggressive granules specifically designed to protect the deck area in wet weather. The Anti-Agro Granules have the ability to repel liquids, sand, and mud, and each other, to help hold fast.®

Advanced Fusion™ Sealants

A family of aggressive sealants that are sticky, even in cooler weather. Our Advanced Fusion™ sealants fuse the shingles quickly to the roof deck, and each other, to help resist high winds.

Apex Color™ Technology

A proprietary granule-based Rapid Fire Zone™ and the nailing zone can exceed rain and wind resistance of our standard Heritage® shingles. Rapid Fire Zone™ adds an additional layer of nailing zone right under the nailing zone, allowing the common bond area of the Heritage Proline™ shingles, creating this expanded zone.

Power Core™

A clearly defined expanded nailing zone for faster, easier installation. Contractors can install quickly and easily due to a zone five times larger than our standard Heritage® shingles’ nailing zone, all with the reassurance that the middle nailing zone is as strong as the nailing zone, ensuring this expanded zone.

Apex Color™ Technology

A proprietary treatment that gives Heritage Proline™ shingles their advanced stain-resistant performance. Apex Color™ technology provides a balance of color to the shingles for a balanced look of protection and color over time for the roof to maintain naturalness while looking lightly faded for the deck.

Anti-Agro Granules

A family of aggressive granules specifically designed to protect the deck area in wet weather. The Anti-Agro Granules have the ability to repel liquids, sand, and mud, and each other, to help hold fast.®

Advanced Fusion™ Sealants

A family of aggressive sealants that are sticky, even in cooler weather. Our Advanced Fusion™ sealants fuse the shingles quickly to the roof deck, and each other, to help resist high winds.

Apex Color™ Technology

A proprietary granule-based Rapid Fire Zone™ and the nailing zone can exceed rain and wind resistance of our standard Heritage® shingles. Rapid Fire Zone™ adds an additional layer of nailing zone right under the nailing zone, allowing the common bond area of the Heritage Proline™ shingles, creating this expanded zone.

Power Core™

A clearly defined expanded nailing zone for faster, easier installation. Contractors can install quickly and easily due to a zone five times larger than our standard Heritage® shingles’ nailing zone, all with the reassurance that the middle nailing zone is as strong as the nailing zone, ensuring this expanded zone.

Apex Color™ Technology

A proprietary treatment that gives Heritage Proline™ shingles their advanced stain-resistant performance. Apex Color™ technology provides a balance of color to the shingles for a balanced look of protection and color over time for the roof to maintain naturalness while looking lightly faded for the deck.

Anti-Agro Granules

A family of aggressive granules specifically designed to protect the deck area in wet weather. The Anti-Agro Granules have the ability to repel liquids, sand, and mud, and each other, to help hold fast.®

Advanced Fusion™ Sealants

A family of aggressive sealants that are sticky, even in cooler weather. Our Advanced Fusion™ sealants fuse the shingles quickly to the roof deck, and each other, to help resist high winds.

Apex Color™ Technology

A proprietary granule-based Rapid Fire Zone™ and the nailing zone can exceed rain and wind resistance of our standard Heritage® shingles. Rapid Fire Zone™ adds an additional layer of nailing zone right under the nailing zone, allowing the common bond area of the Heritage Proline™ shingles, creating this expanded zone.

Power Core™

A clearly defined expanded nailing zone for faster, easier installation. Contractors can install quickly and easily due to a zone five times larger than our standard Heritage® shingles’ nailing zone, all with the reassurance that the middle nailing zone is as strong as the nailing zone, ensuring this expanded zone.

Apex Color™ Technology

A proprietary treatment that gives Heritage Proline™ shingles their advanced stain-resistant performance. Apex Color™ technology provides a balance of color to the shingles for a balanced look of protection and color over time for the roof to maintain naturalness while looking lightly faded for the deck.

Anti-Agro Granules

A family of aggressive granules specifically designed to protect the deck area in wet weather. The Anti-Agro Granules have the ability to repel liquids, sand, and mud, and each other, to help hold fast.®

Advanced Fusion™ Sealants

A family of aggressive sealants that are sticky, even in cooler weather. Our Advanced Fusion™ sealants fuse the shingles quickly to the roof deck, and each other, to help resist high winds.

Apex Color™ Technology

A proprietary granule-based Rapid Fire Zone™ and the nailing zone can exceed rain and wind resistance of our standard Heritage® shingles. Rapid Fire Zone™ adds an additional layer of nailing zone right under the nailing zone, allowing the common bond area of the Heritage Proline™ shingles, creating this expanded zone.
RUSTIC BLACK
OUR HIGHEST WIND PROTECTION EVER

160 MPH with only 4 nails in the expanded nailing zone.

The ultra-high wind speed holds the shingle in place even in extreme conditions. TAMKO® Heritage Black is the right color to beautify your home.

AMERICA’S NATURAL COLORS

TAMKO’s Heritage Colors bring the vibrant tones of the American landscape to your home. If you want your roof to make a bold statement, choose from TAMKO's Heritage Colors.

CLASSIC ARCHITECTURAL

For those who prefer a softer, more even-toned look for their roof, choose our Heritage Colors. Our Heritage Colors are American-made with natural pigments and can be Recognition of TAMKO's Heritage Colors. Black Walnut and Rustic Black are both "black" shingles. Look closely and you can see Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.

WHEREVER YOUR TASTE OR STYLE, TAMKO HAS YOU COVERED.

See It On Your Home

Try on" TAMKO shingle colors with two distinct color palettes to choose from: Natural and SOFTLINE. TAMKO® Classic Colors featuring the subtle, sophisticated color blends that have long made TAMKO an industry favorite.

SUBTLE AND SOPHISTICATED

For those who prefer a softer, more even-toned look for their roof, choose one of TAMKO's Heritage Colors. Black Walnut and Rustic Black are both "black" shingles. Look closely and you can see Black Walnut includes vibrant splashes of color that will draw the eye to the roof.

BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL

The Heritage Colors showcase the vibrant tones of the American landscape to your home. If you want your roof to make a bold statement, choose from TAMKO's Heritage Colors.

Heritage Proline Titan XT™

Heritage Proline Titan XT™ features a reinforcing strip of polyester fabric on the back of the shingle to provide added anchoring power and wind protection. They are unregistered trademarks of TAMKO Building Products LLC.
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